INTERNATIONAL STUDIES MINOR
BACHELOR OF ARTS
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Required Courses

HIS 1023 or 1043  World Civilization since 1660
SOC 3063        World Cultures
PSC 4093        International Relations

Elective Courses  (Choose any three)

PSC 4233       Comparative Politics in the Middle East
PSC 4243       Comparative Politics in Africa
PSC 4253       South Asian Politics
HIS 4233, PSC 4103  American Foreign Policy
PSC 3353       Contemporary U.S.-Eurasia Interaction
HIS 3493       Twentieth Century Europe
MGM 4193       International Business
GEO 3153       Geography of Latin America
GEO 3043       Economic Geography
GEO 3173       Geography of the Pacific
GEO 3183       Geography of Europe

Liberal Arts Core Courses

Students must satisfy the University’s liberal arts core requirements, as stipulated in the Henderson undergraduate catalog.

Major

Students minoring in International Studies must also fulfill the requirements for a major in another field of study.

NOTE

All Henderson undergraduate students must complete at least one writing intensive (WI) course in the major to be eligible for graduation. Check your Henderson undergraduate catalogue to determine which courses are writing intensive. To review additional general requirements for graduation, see the "Academic Regulations" section of your undergraduate catalogue.

See catalog course descriptions for Arkansas Course Transfer System (ACTS) course number equivalencies.
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